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Why I’m interested in investing…

¤ Canadian Securities Course: 1988 & 2016

¤ Economist/Research Director at TD for 13 years

BA (UWO) & MA (Queen’s) in Economics

¤ Teacher/Math tutor for >10 years

Masters of Education (OISE)

¤ Instructor at U of T: Four  Investing Courses
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TOPICS WE WILL COVER

① Learn the lingo

② Asset allocation

③ Make your own plan

④ Find the best fit

⑤ Stick to the plan (don’t panic!)
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KEY #1: LEARN THE LINGO

¤ Important terms

¤The 3 asset classes

¤Mutual funds & ETFs

¤Active vs passive
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Important Investing Terms

¤ Risk: How much value of asset could rise or fall

¤ Return: % change in the value of your assets
¤ Let’s say you invest $1,000
¤ Your investment grows to $1,200
¤ Your return (% change) is 20%

¤ Diversification: Holding a mix of assets reduces 
portfolio risk

¤ Index: Benchmark that shows overall stock or bond 
market performance
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The 3 Major Asset Classes

CASH: Savings accounts, Guaranteed Investment 

Certificates

BONDS/FIXED INCOME: Government or Corporate 

Bonds, Preferred Shares, Bond Funds (mutual funds or 

exchange-traded funds (ETFs))

STOCKS: Common shares in companies, Equity funds 

(mutual funds or exchange-traded funds (ETFs))
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What is a stock?
¤ Ownership of a part of a 

company

¤ Company may pay 
dividends to 
stockholders

¤ When company does 
well, price of stock goes 
up & vice versa

¤ Stock price can move 
up or down dramatically

¤ Investors gain from 
dividends and/or from 
rise in the price of stock

What is a bond?
¤ A bond is a loan to a 

company in return for 
coupon (interest) 
payments.

¤ If you hold a bond until it 
matures, you usually get 
your principal back

¤ If you hold bonds in a 
fund, the value rises 
when interest rates fall 
and vice versa

¤ Investors hold bonds as a 
source of income
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What is a market index?

¤ Index = a statistical measure representing the 
market or parts of the market (benchmark)

¤S&P/TSX Index has about 250 stocks and 
covers 95% of Toronto Stock Exchange

¤S&P 500 Index has top 500 stocks on the New 
York Stock Exchange (NYSE)

¤ Index mutual funds and index ETFs hold stocks 
that match the market indexes
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U.S. Stock Market Index

Shaded 
areas 
represent 
recessions

Source: www.macrotrends.net

S&P 500 Index
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Mutual Funds, ETFs & MERs

¤ Mutual Fund – set of stocks/bonds that are 
managed as a fund, sold to investors. Most mutual 
funds are actively managed.

¤ Exchange Traded Funds (ETFS) – a structured 
product that mimics the performance of an index 
or a set of stocks/bonds. Most ETFs are index funds. 
ETF providers: RBC iShares, Vanguard, BMO, etc.

¤ Management Expense Ratio (MER) – Annual fees for 
investing. For mutual funds, MERs are typically 2% or 
more of assets per year, compared to MERs of ETFs 
of 0.05% to 0.6%. 
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Active strategy

Goal: Beat the index

¤ You’re willing to pay 
more or risk more to try 
to beat the index

¤ You try to beat the index 
by buying stocks that 
are out of favour or by 
making big bets

¤ How? Buy actively 
managed mutual funds, 
ETFs, stocks & bonds 
using an advisor or a 
discount broker

Passive/index strategy

Goal: Minimize costs

¤ You keep costs low to 
maximize returns

¤ You want to match index 
returns

¤ Invest in same stocks in 
the same proportion as 
the overall index

¤ How? Buy index ETFs or 
index mutual funds using 
an advisor, discount 
broker or robo-advisor
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KEY #2: ASSET ALLOCATION

¤Risk/return tradeoff

¤Why timing matters

¤How much risk can you handle?

¤What is your target asset mix?
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Risk/Return Tradeoff

¤ If you want higher investment returns, you 
have to take on more risk (more stocks)

¤ Investors have to find the right balance 
between risk & return

¤Dilemma: it’s hard to know how you will feel 
until you experience investment losses

¤Savers shouldn’t take risks
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Different goals = Different strategy
Savers must protect capital
¤ They need the funds soon (1-5 years)
¤ Safety of principal (no losses) is key

Long-term investors buy and hold
¤ They plan to stay invested for 15, 25 or 35 years
¤ They learn to tune out “media noise”

Short-term investors or speculators trade frequently
¤ They try to anticipate market movements
¤ They hope to maximize gains, avoid losses and 

cover their trading costs
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Expected Return vs Expected Risk
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GICs/Cash

Stocks

Bonds/Fixed 
Income

Higher 
Risk

Higher
Return

What is asset allocation?

¤ Asset allocation is the #1 determinant of investing 
success: % in cash vs. bonds vs. stocks

¤ More than 50% in cash & bonds = more cautious

¤ More than 50% in stocks = more aggressive

¤ Longer time horizon = higher % in stocks

¤ Pick the asset allocation that works for YOU

¤ Rebalancing is the key to success
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Modern Portfolio Theory 
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Aggressive Growth:
= 100% stocks

Expected
Return

Expected Risk

Safety:
No risk = holding cash/GICs

Conservative
= 70/30 bonds/stocks

Growth:
= 30/70 bonds/stocks

Balanced:
= 50/50 bonds/stocks
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Which portfolio did the best? 

2.0%

5.3%
6.4%

7.5%
8.4%

Saver Conservative Balanced Growth Aggressive
growth

CAGR: Annual growth rate over 
the past 5 years: 2014-2019

Source: PWL Capital Model Portfolios  18



Stock market volatility continues

Source: www.bmonb.com 19

KEY #3: MAKE YOUR OWN PLAN
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¤Think about your investment goals

¤Spend less than you make

¤Set up your TFSA 

¤Make regular TFSA contributions

Getting your finances on track
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Taxes and investing

¤Higher taxes = lower returns for you

¤Use all available tax shelters: TFSA & RRSP

¤Tax-Free Savings Account (TFSA) is the best 
vehicle for young investors

¤Registered Retirement Savings Plan (RRSP) 
room can be carried forward. Open RRSP 
later when income is higher
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RRSPs
Hold GICs, bonds, 

stocks, mutual 
funds, ETFs

Tax deduction for 
contributions

Investments not 
taxed inside plan

All withdrawals 
taxed as income

TFSAs
Hold GICs, bonds, 

stocks, mutual 
funds, ETFs

No tax deduction 
for contributions

Investments not 
taxed inside plan*

No tax on 
withdrawals

*Foreign dividends subject to tax
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ADVICE: Start with TFSAs

¤Start with TFSAs: Up to $6,000/year. Unused 
room can be carried forward

¤TFSAs are more flexible than RRSPs. If you 
withdraw funds, you can replace funds in 
future years

¤RRSP contributions can be carried forward 
to years when income is higher & tax 
breaks are worth more
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KEY #4: FIND THE BEST FIT

¤ Save on fees compared to 
buying active mutual funds

¤Easiest option: Go robo

¤More advanced: Open a 
discount broker account
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It’s easy to become a DIY investor

DIY index investing saves on fees

3 major ways to be a DIY index investor:
1) Using a robo-advisor (<1% MERs)

2) Discount broker: all-in-one ETFs

3) Discount broker: Index ETFs and other 
investments
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• Automated, diversified index investing
• Questionnaire to determine asset allocation
• Low cost: <1%, or a fixed fee
• No transaction fees
• Can set up automated contributions
• Automatic rebalancing
• Robos: Wealthsimple, Justwealth, etc.
• Moneysense guide to robo-advisors: 

https://www.moneysense.ca/save/investing/best-robo-advisors-
in-canada/

Option #1: Robo-advisor
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Options #2 & #3: Using a discount broker

¤Choose the right discount broker for you
¤Look into trading commissions ($0-$10)
¤Costs may depend on account size

¤You determine asset allocation, no advice

¤You buy and sell the ETFs, stocks, bonds, 
GICs to build your portfolio and rebalance 
as needed 

¤Moneysense guide to discount brokers: 
https://www.moneysense.ca/save/investing/best-online-
brokers-in-canada/
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¤Choose a portfolio (all-in-one) diversified 
index ETF that matches your investment goals:
¤Vanguard: VCIP, VCNS, VBAL, VGRO, VEQT; 

MERs of 0.22%
¤iShares: XBAL, XGRO; MERs of 0.18%

¤Rebalancing is done automatically for you

¤Comparison of Vanguard and iShares all-in-
one ETFs:
https://canadiancouchpotato.com/2018/12/24/ishares-
launches-all-in-one-etf-portfolios/

Option #2: Buy ONE all-in-one index ETF
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Option #3: Set up an index ETF portfolio

Target 
Buy to 
Reach

ETF Description Shares* Target:

ZAG BMO Bond Index 40% $4,000 

VCN Vanguard Canadian Equities Index 20% $2,000 

XAW iShares
World Equities Index ex. 
Canada 40% $4,000 

TOTAL NEW INVESTMENT 100% $10,000 

*Set shares based on your goals, risk tolerance
Based on the Balanced Portfolio from Canadian Couch Potato Model Portfolios

Initial investment of $10,000
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For a TFSA account of $5,000

¤Option #1:  Wealthsimple robo-advisor:
¤ 0.7% x $5,000 = $35/year

¤Option #2: All-in-one ETFs using Questrade:
¤ $0 fee ETF purchases = $0/per year
¤ETF MERs of 0.2%/year = $10/year

¤Option 3: Multiple ETFs, stocks using Questrade:
¤ $0 fee ETF purchases = $0/per year
¤ 10 trades at $4.95/trade = $49.50/year
¤ ETF MERs of 0.05%/year = $2.50/year
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My advice if you are nervous

¤Start with a robo-advisor (takes 10 minutes)

¤ Invest a small amount

¤Check on your progress and emotions

¤Adjust asset allocation if needed

¤When you are comfortable with your asset 
allocation, add more to your robo account
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KEY #5: STICK TO YOUR PLAN

¤Let compounding work for you

¤Make regular contributions

¤Avoid 3 investor mistakes

¤Review progress annually
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$10,000 Invested for 20 Years

Compound annual growth rate:  the investment grows at this rate each 
year and the returns are reinvested. Tax-sheltered. 34

 -

 10,000

 20,000

 30,000

 40,000

 50,000

 60,000

3% 5% 7% 9%

How much is $10,000 
worth after 20 years 
when invested at 
different rates of return?

AVOID THESE MISTAKES

¤BUYING HIGH
Expecting past performance to continue

¤SELLING LOW
Panic selling locks in losses

¤INERTIA
Not investing is costly: Missing out on 
potential returns
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For more information…

¤ Canadian tax, pension, TFSA, RRSP information: 
https://www.canada.ca/en/services/finance/pensions.html

¤ Money & investing : http://www.getsmarteraboutmoney.ca/

¤ Moneysense: https://www.moneysense.ca

¤ Calculate your taxes owing: https://simpletax.ca/calculator

¤ Look up stocks & ETFs:
¤ https://ca.finance.yahoo.com
¤ www.tmxmoney.com

¤ Download this presentation & complete resources list:
¤ www.tericourchene.com
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